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Where to go to find information that factors in and facilitates 
the attack.

Crafting the attack to be the most effective using humans as 
the flaw not the technology.

How to defend against these types of attack but still conduct 
business. 





























Social media posts





Social media posts



Recon is key except when it’s not.
How I choose to blend in … or not!























Assertive roles do not mean aggressive! 

What mannerisms & pretext are involved?

Hardware used can be limited but the more 
discreet the better your chances are of success.













Passive roles do not mean wimpy or timid!

What mannerisms & pretext are involved?

Hardware used can be more varied & more 
unusual. Being explained away as “techno thingy 

something or other”.













O.M.G.!! Roles should not be your 1st choice.

What mannerisms & pretext are involved?

Hardware used needs to fit the situation and also 
will likely need to be easy to hide.







Remember!!!

IF I do find a 
way in ….

(and I usually do)



Then make sure 
your employees 

know how to 
respond 

once I’m there!!!



How do 
we do 
this?

Solution 0.
Remember Perceptions!!!!

Don’t just warn your employees show them!
With my old YT videos and others on how these 

attacks occur not in theory 
but show them real world examples!



How do 
we do 
this?

Solution 1.
Interact with employees 

when things aren’t on fire.



The 3 E’s

Solution 2.
Start Educating & Empowering your employees. 

Plus Enforcing actual policies that help.
How do 
we do 
this?



Solution 3

Stop making it another task they 
should deal with and sell them on 

the idea it’s a way to offset work to 
Security. 

How do 
we do 
this?



Solution 4
Create teachable moments for your employees

before a real attacker does!!!

How do 
we do 
this?



Now let’s 
learn from 

others

Discussion and Questions????

Or several minutes of uncomfortable silence it’s your choice!

This concludes my presentation Thank You!



My own lil wiki page!

https://JaysonEStreet.com

Added bonus!

https://HackerAdventures.World

Twitter @jaysonstreet

Also on Linkdedin too! ;-)


